Hand-crafted articles from the Third World are now on display in the Tom Doyle room of Lafaramee Gift Shoppe at the Patina Retreat Center. [Photo by Mike Bigley]

Student Union Steering Committee keeps complimentary ticket policy

by Pat Toomey

Staff Reporter

The Student Union Steering Committee defended its complimentary concert ticket policy and criticized its budget cuts last night. The Student Union's traditional policy of giving complimentary tickets to Student Union workers was reaffirmed by a 5-4 vote of the Board of Commissioners Monday night. After the meeting, Student Government Treasurer Greg Sebasky strongly criticized this policy, saying volunteer workers should not be compensated.

The Student Union Steering Committee responded to Sebasky's comments by issuing a statement last night. The statement cited the wide range of events sponsored by Student Union that benefit Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students. According to the statement, the tickets are merely a show of cooperation by Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students.

Student Union members expressed their strong disapproval of the $6,700 allocated to Student Union for this year. This figure represents a cut of $5,000 from last year's budget, and it is $4,000 less than the requested budget. "We are extremely surprised by this budget," commented Student Union Director Tom Hamel.

Hamel said he will appeal the budget to the Board of Commissioners, and he hopes that Student Union will receive additional funds. "I think that the Board of Commissioners will be reasonable," stated Hamel.

The reduced budget will cause a number of Student Union activities to be eliminated, he said. The snow sculpture contest, one speaker, and one act at the Midwest Blues Festival will definitely be cut and other cuts are expected, Hamel noted.

Committee members expressed their strong disapproval of the budget with $6,700 allocated to Student Union for this year. This figure represents a cut of $5,000 from last year's budget, and it is $4,000 less than the requested budget. "We are extremely surprised by this budget," commented Student Union Director Tom Hamel.

Hamel said he will appeal the budget to the Board of Commissioners, and he hopes that Student Union will receive additional funds. "I think that the Board of Commissioners will be reasonable," stated Hamel.

The reduced budget will cause a number of Student Union activities to be eliminated, he said. The snow sculpture contest, one speaker, and one act at the Midwest Blues Festival will definitely be cut and other cuts are expected, Hamel noted.

Pressured by the Student Union Steering Committee, the Board of Commissioners decided to allocate $6,700 to Student Union for the upcoming year. The decision was made after several meetings and discussions among committee members.

** Clubs react to Board's allocations **

by Mary Fran Callahan

A wide spectrum of reactions has been generated following yesterday's release of the Board of Commissioners' budget figures. Three out of four clubs contacted by The Observer last night said they intend to appeal their allocations to the board.

Bill Roche, Student Body president, admitted last night, "I realize that we are human and may have made some mistakes.

The Student Union said they were "extremely surprised" with the figures. Even though the Hall Presidents' Council received a 60 percent increase over last year, HPC Chairperson Ellen Dorsey commented, "I am very disappointed.

HPC requested $35,000 and only received $15,000, however HPC was the only organization to receive an increase. Five of the nine board members are either currently affiliated with the organization or have been in the past. Dorsey would not say whether or not the figure would be appealed.

Greg Sebasky, Student Government treasurer, stated that the board does have the power to reallocate funds. He emphasized that the clubs do have two weeks to appeal the allocations. Sebasky also commented on his statement concerning the complimentary ticket policy, saying, "I admit it was a mistake to discontinue the ticket, but my opinions on the policy itself will not be reversed because I have the right to tell the newspaper or anyone my opinions especially when student funds are involved."

"On behalf of the International Students' Organization a group whose initial financial request was $5,000 and actual allotment was $200-Fr. Thomas Tallarida commented. "We cannot function on $200. With this budget, I couldn't even finance a breakfast scheduled for Fr. Hesburgh's mass."

Tallarida claimed that ISO's involvement with the World Market and International Festival directly benefits the student body. However, he also criticized the board for failing to meet the needs of international students. "We would like to see the international students' fees given directly to ISO."

"I have the right to tell the newspapers or anyone my opinions especially where student funds are involved."

Tallarida said ISO will definitely appeal their allocation. He also stated that the decision was made based on the fact that ISO was decided on an anonymous up, raised the New Jersey apartment of a man believed to be a Puerto Rican terrorist, and confiscated a semi-automatic weapon and ammunition. The letter which led agents to the man's house also said, "We are going to come and we are going to destroy."

"In a special way my heart is with the poor, with those who suffer, with those who are alone to the point of being marginalized," the pontiff said beneath the soaring, vaulted ceilings of St. Patrick's.

The pope's day was as diverse at this crowded city: from the United Nations, to St. Patrick's, up Adam Clayton Powell Boulevard under a darkening sky to black-populated Harlem, then to the devastation of the heavily Hispanic South Bronx. His last duty was celebrating Mass before 70,000 at Yankee Stadium.

The pontiff's day was touched by the nation's violent side, too. Acting after the FBI received a letter saying the pope's life was in danger, police raided a house in Elizabeth, NJ, and found a semi-automatic weapon and ammunition. They issued an alert for a man authorities said might be connected with Puerto Rican extremists.

At St. Patrick's, at least 10,000 greeted John Paul. Fifth Avenue was a procession of waving banners and handkerchiefs, balloons of papal gold and white filled the air. A policeman helping hold back the crowds bowed before the pontiff and kissed his ring.

Along the route to Harlem, the crowds clapped and chanted the song "Wade in the Water" as young blacks on bicycles pedaled along a parallel service road trying to keep up with the pope, who stood and waved in an open-topped limousine.

At St. Charles Borromeos Church in Harlem, the pontiff was greeted by Monsignor Emerson Moore, the only black monsignor in the country. At St. John's, the New York's Cardinal Terence Cooke, Bishop Fulton J. Sheen, and a crowd of other churchmen and worshippers.

At one point, the 84-year-old Sheen started to kneel before...
Cleveland's Kucinich stays alive in mayoral race

CLEVELAND, (AP) - Dennis J. Kucinich, the feisty 32-year-old mayor who barely survived a recall attempt last year, stayed alive politically last night by clinging to second place in a primary contest to select two candidates for mayor in Ohio's largest city. But Lt. Gov. George V. Voinovich showed he was the man to beat in the Nov. 6 runoff with a strong showing.

Three of five contenders for the $50,000-a-year job as mayor of the financially troubled city were eliminated in the non-partisan primary.

Carter and Dolly Parton get together at White House

WASHINGTON, (AP) - President Carter brought some country music stars to the White House for lunch yesterday, telling them he is greatful for "the way you can cross state lines and bring entertainment." Carter gave special hugs to singers Dolly Parton and Dottie West as they came through a receiving line. "You're the one I've been waiting for," Carter told Ms. Parton. "Get a good one now," she said as the clatter of motor-driven camera shutters grew quickly into a loud whir.

ABC regains lead after strong NBC challenge

NEW YORK, (AP) - ABC snatched first place away from NBC as the networks' prime-time ratings race took a more like shape. But the victory was far from decisive, and there was plenty in the report from Don C. Nielsen Co., which won the network's weekly competition for the first time in 17 years, that NBC had not previously been provided for.

The decree permits pensioners who stay on the job after retirement age to get larger pension payments in subsequent years. Other provisions call for the retention of all or part of a worker's pension income while earning wages from work.

Entice elderly to work

Soviets fight early retirement

MOSCOW (AP) - The Soviet Union, faced by severe labor shortages and a need to support millions of pensioners, announced new measures yesterday to encourage older citizens to keep working.

The current retirement age in most jobs is 60 years for men and 55 for women. But limited numbers of pensioners have long been a common sight in Soviet offices, transport services and factories, working to avoid boredom or to supplement pension income.

Seeking to increase this number, the decree published in newspapers yesterday said "necessary conditions" - apparently financial ones - to keep pension-age workers in the labor force had not previously been provided for.

The decree permits pensioners who stay on the job after retirement age to get larger pension payments in subsequent years. Other provisions call for the retention of all or part of a worker's pension income while earning wages from work.

The United States last year passed a law raising the legal mandatory retirement age from 65 to 70 for most workers, effective Jan. 1, 1979. The law also abolished entirely the mandatory retirement age of 70 for most federal employees.

The minimum Soviet pension now stands at 45 rubles, $7.25 per month for industrial workers and 20 rubles, $3.51 per month for collective farmers.

The farmers' figure is to rise to 28 rubles, $4.41 dollars, on Jan. 1.

The minimum pension level is well below the average Soviet industrial wage of some 165 rubles, $258 dollars per month, making additional sources of money highly attractive.

More than 28 million Soviets are of retirement age or older, with women far outnumbering men.

The new decree provides a 10 ruble, $1.66, monthly hike in their pensions after retirement for each year of work after retirement age, up to a maximum of 40 rubles. The total amount of the pension, however, may not exceed 150 rubles, $234 dollars, per month. Some workers are permitted to receive pensions and working wages simultaneously, with a maximum of 300 rubles, $469 dollars.

Schemanske to perform for Pope

Joyce Schemanske of the Saint Mary's Music Department will be the organist for the Papal Closing Ceremony Thursday night at Holy Name Cathedral in Chicago. She will also be the organist for the Papal Mass choir in Grant Park on Friday. Both events will be televised.
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Student input wanted

Tenure Committee meets

By Theresa Rebeck

The Student Committee on Tenure has announced that meetings will begin tonight at 6:30 p.m. in the Ballroom of the Student Union.

Students interested in investigating the University's policies concerning tenure decisions are urged to attend.

Haggerty, the committee chairmen, said the committee began an investigation of the tenure situation at Notre Dame. Mike Haggerty, a first-year law student, reports that committee members are disturbed about what they have learned recently about this situation.

Professor Sam, the dean of the publication and the president of the University, has been asked to respond to a complaint made by five faculty members.

Departmental evaluation committees, the tenures of the professors, and the president of the University all have a part in the evaluation process. If a professor is denied tenure after having his or her credentials evaluated by each of these, he or she is given a one-year terminal contract by the president. If he or she expiring, he or she must leave the university.

Haggerty says that the committee members are disturbed not by the criteria used in this process, but by the secretive and subjective system which surrounds the procedure.

No professor is permitted to review the reasons for the denial of tenure, or for what reasons tenure was denied.

"In the whole process, there is not an atmosphere of medical secrecy and deception," observes Paul Lauer, one of the committee spokesmen.

The committee is currently trying to compose a list of all professors who have been denied tenure, and they hope to make this information available to the student body. Haggerty thinks that if students are aware of who have been denied tenure, they will be more concerned about what he calls the "obvious injustices" of the tenure procedure.

"These teachers have been literally fired from their jobs," he says, pointing out that the denial of tenure is equivalent to dismissal from the University.

They have not been told why they were fired, and there is no formal University appeal system which they can use to find out this.

Moses Johnson, David Isley, Madonna Kolbsenthal, Dolores Frese, Jack Rhee, and Albert LeMay are all the professors on the partial list of those denied tenure who, to date, would allow their names to be published.

Miles Coinbase of the Speech and Drama Department was fired under similar circumstances, although his case did go through the tenure process.

Haggerty urges any students who are interested in this issue but who cannot attend tonight's meeting to contact Paul Lauer at 212-9269 or Peggy Osberger at 282-2184.

Gold peaks at $444

(AP) - Gold prices fluctuated wildly yesterday, hitting $444 an ounce on the New York before dropping to $414 in New York. The U.S. dollar hit a record low against the West German mark before rallying sharply on rumors of American action to support the currency.

After hitting a record $444.04, gold sank to $405 before rallying to close in London at $424, up $10.50 from Monday's previous record close. In Zurich, the close was even higher at $438.25, up $23.50 for the day.

In New York, where trading continues after European markets close, gold slipped to close at $414, down $1.50 from Monday's record. Gold sold as high as $438 in New York earlier this year.

At the high, the price was more than twice the $118.875 it was at the beginning of the year. It hit $400 only six weeks ago and closed over $400 for the first time Monday.

"The market is going all over the place," said Bob Price, a gold trader at Republic National Bank in New York. "There are moves of $4-$5-$10 at a time. It's absolutely beyond people's control. They don't know whether to buy or sell. One guy comes in and buys and they all buy. Another sells and they all sell. It's hysteria buying and selling.

The gold slide in Europe came after U.S. Federal Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker left a European conference in West Germany, where he was participating in an International Monetary Fund conference. Rumors spread that he planned to announce a dollar-support pack-

(continued on page 4)

N.D. STUDENT CLUB OF LONG ISLAND Organizational meeting & elections Thursday Oct. 4

Ballroom

RIVER CITY RECORDS

RIVER CITY RECORDS

northwestern Illinois's largest record and tape selection and concert ticket headquarters

$1.00 OFF

any album or tape (now thru Oct. 15)

limit - 1 coupon per person

16,000 albums and tapes in stock

SD/SMC student checks accepted for up to $20.00 over purchase amount

Open 10 to 10, 7 days a week

River City Records

50970 U.S. 31 North

3 miles north of campus

277-4224

Texas organize rides

Any student who is from Texas or who wants to go there for Fall Break should contact Ramon Macia of the Texas Club at 247-15.

Interested persons must pay their own transportation costs before rides can be arranged. Those saving cars who are in need of rides should submit their names to Macia.

SMC to host pep rally

Saint Mary's Holy Cross Hall will sponsor a pep rally tonight at 7:30 p.m. on the front porch of the dorm.
WASHINGTON (AP) - Eat less and grow slim? Not necessarily so, scientists warn.

As a matter of fact, American as a group are eating less and growing fatter at the same time, concludes an Agriculture Department study released yes­terday.

The catch seems to be that while we are consuming fewer calories, we also are getting larger decreases in national consumption of fat, sugar and salt and to increase consumption of fruits, vegetables and grain products.

But he said the increase in obesity and higher levels of sweetness and alcohol were discouraging.

In another dietary development, scientists raised the possibility Tuesday that the nation's eating habits could be linked to cancer.

That warning came during a hearing by the Senate Agricul­ture subcommittee on nutrition. Dr. John E. Rodger's, head of the National Cancer Institute, told senators the agency will begin studying that possibility, and said some cancer-causing substances already have been found in smoked and grilled meat.

Upton suggested that one way to help avoid such danger would be to keep weight down while eating fruits, vegetables and low-fat, high-fiber foods.

The subcommittee's chair­man, Sen. Mark Hatfield, D.D.S., said the government has put too much emphasis on finding cures to cancer rather than on ways to prevent the disease.

Dr. Stanley J. Dudrick, chief of the Nutrition Department at the University of Texas medical school, testified that "the inadequate attention to nutrition must rank as one of the greatest shortcomings of American medicine today."

...Pope

(continued from page 1)

Pope, John Paul. The pontiff gently stopped Siena from kneeling, pulling him up under the arms, and then hugged him warmly.

The pope had spoken for an hour before the U.N. General Assembly and received a one and a half minute standing ovation from delegates. He referred several times to the devastation of war and said near the end of his speech: "Are the children who receive the arms race from their parents an inheritance? How are we to explain this unbridled race?"

The pope also stressed that any solution must include a just settlement of the Palestinian question.

Later, the pope praised the United Nations as a "great and universal endeavor" in a speech to the U.N. Secretary General's staff. He compared the staff to the "carvers of stones," who along with architects and patrons had created great temples and cathedrals.

Pope John Paul, the supreme pastor of the world's 700 million Catholics, appeared more rested than he had been when he arrived in Boston Monday from Ireland for a 7-day tour of the United States. In New York, he said his first American sunshine.

Greeted on arrival by United Nations Secretary General Kurt Waldheim, the pontiff expressed his hope that nations will recognize "that there is only one world and that the hour is now." The pope was denied a uniquely American experience... (continued on page 6)

...Gold

(continued from page 3)

The dollar's gains still left it appreciably below its level a week ago against most curre­ncies.

In Tokyo, where the business day begins before Europe's, it closed at 224.87 yen, down slightly from 224.925 yen Monday but still holding gains achieved in recent months. The dollar slipped to 224.70 yen in New York, down from 225.20 Monday.

Late New York dollar quotes, compared to Monday: 1.7348 West German marks, up from 1.7360; 4.1377 French francs, up from 4.0940; 1.5705 Swiss francs, up from 1.5470, and $1.6160 Canadian, up from $1.6060.

Offered new job

SMC Info director resigns

Nancy Koomers, SMC's director of Public Infor­mation, has announced that she will resign her position on Oct. 30. She plans to work as a job developer for female ex-offenders at the South Bend TMCA.

Koomers, who has served as director since May, 1977, has worked to publicize SMC's on a local and regional basis. Besides editing the SMC's Reports, she published the Saint Mary's Chronicle, an annual listing of faculty and staff accomplishments.

Koomers explained that her new job will include setting up "a system for finding jobs for women in the South Bend community who are coming back from state prison. Her duties will also include devising "individual curricula" for those women who roll back further their educations."

"It really sounds exciting and challenging," Koomers, a graduate of Emmanuel College in Boston, added, "I'm really looking forward to it."
Police seize weapon, ammunition in alleged danger to Pope's life

ELIZABETH, N.J. (AP) - Local police, acting after a letter to the FBI warned that Pope John Paul II's life might be in danger, raided an Elizabeth apartment yesterday and seized a semi-automatic weapon and four boxes of ammunition, an FBI spokesman reported.

A regional alert was issued for the Spanish man who reportedly lived in the apartment: New York City police believed he was connected with the Puerto Rican extremist group FALN - the Armed Front for National Liberation.

New York police headquarters said it was told by the FBI that the letter said the pope would be shot today in New York. The letter reportedly was dated Sunday.

The FBI spokesman, Michael McDonnell, said two empty handgun boxes were found in the house, and New York police said a letter indicating FALN involvement was found. The FALN has claimed responsibility for a number of terrorist acts in the United States.

The raid came as the pope toured New York city on the second day of a seven-day visit to the United States. McDonnell said the letter which was received yesterday was told to police to check a house at 1042A Madison Avenue in northern New Jersey city.

"The threat to the pope's life is in jeopardy," McDonnell said the lesser read. "Check out this address.

The FBI refused to give more details about the letter, saying it was evidence.

The man being sought was identified as Alfonso Roberto Gonsalez, about 36, a truck driver from San Salvador, El Salvador. McDonnell said no arrest warrant had been filed.

"There has been no violation that we have jurisdiction over. An overt act has to take place," McDonnell said.

A woman who identified herself as Marcella Gonsvue, wife of the man being sought, was interviewed at the Madison Avenue address by FBI agents, who declined to elaborate.

John Morrison, the superintendent of the apartment building, said an FBI agent searching the apartment "came out with what looked to me like a Thompson submachine gun.

Mrs. Gonsue, speaking through her attorney Jorde Jordan, told reporters her husband was in San Salvador visiting relatives and had been gone about two months.

She told agents that her husband has a permit for a hunting rifle.

"My brother-in-law is not religious, he is not political," Jordan said, adding that Gonsue did not belong to the FALN.

Police throughout the metropolitan area originally had been alerted in an all point bulletin to watch for two cars and a Spanish-speaking couple "considered a security risk to the pope." Later the alert was changed to cover just the man.

Housekeeping measure

Roemer regulates posters

By Jim Scoular

James A. Roemer, dean of students, has initiated procedures for another year of "poster housekeeping."

In a letter addressed to rectors, assistant rectors, academic deans, and the maintenance and security departments, Roemer repeated a directive issued last year.

"Outside organizations such as bars, clubs and even individuals are not allowed to post advertisements in the halls or in the other Administrative Buildings, unless they have the prior approval of the Director of Student activities," the letter said.

"This was designed as a housekeeping measure, to keep posters and signs off such things as trees and stairwells," Roemer explained. "It is for aesthetic reasons and a means for effective communication," he added, referring to the centralization of items on bulletin boards.

Roemer was also concerned with merchants using the University grounds for free advertising. "If they want to advertise, let them place their ads in The Observer," he added.

James McDonnell, director of Student Activities and the man in charge of approving the many posters emanating from outside the University, agreed with Roemer's position on outside advertising.

"Most of the letter was directed toward off campus groups," McDonnell said. "It is inappropriate for outside businesses to put signs and posters on private property without permission."

Roemer requested in the letter that hall staff, cleaning people, security personnel, and building administrators remove those items that don't comply with the requirements. "The letter was basically to people who are responsible for these buildings and the surrounding areas," he stated.

Cultural council discusses UP, United Way campaign

By Jana Schacht

The Hall Presidents' Council heard speakers representing the United Way campaign, Urban Plunge in the Homecoming Committee at their meeting last night in Carroll Hall.

Raginl Bain, associate processor of speech and drama at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's, is directing the production. He recently he designed and choreographed the Notre Dame production "The Seven Younger Sisters." He will also feature Cathy Hurst, a designer, Anne Dumas is stage designer, and Joe Martin is of speech and drama at Notre Dame and is coordinating the event. He recently he directed and managed the production, and is directing the production. He recently he directed and managed the production, and is directing the production.

Most recently, he directed and managed the production, and is directing the production.

Notre Dame and Saint Mary's, is directing the production. He recently he directed and managed the production, and is directing the production.

The Notre Dame-Saint Mary's Theatre will present its production of "A Christmas Carol" Friday night. Performances will also be staged on Oct. 6, 7, 8, and Oct. 12 in Atwood Hall.

Regional Bain, associate processor of speech and drama at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's, is directing the production. He recently he directed and managed the production. Most recently, he directed and managed the production. The 'seventy nine series. Guest New York producer and Notre Dame alumnus Lance Davis will portray Hamlet. The production will also feature Cathy Hurst, Jack Connolly, Susan Godick, Tony Mockus, and John Daupenport.

Dorothy Hanahan is set designer, Ame Fawes in stage manager, and Joe Martin is technical director.

For ticket information and reservations, call the Notre Dame-Saint Mary's Box Office at 284-4176.

Theatre group to present

Hamlet

The Notre Dame-Saint Mary's Theatre will present its production of "A Christmas Carol" Friday night. Performances will also be staged on Oct. 6, 7, 8, and Oct. 12 in Atwood Hall.

Regional Bain, associate processor of speech and drama at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's, is directing the production. He recently he directed and managed the production. Most recently, he directed and managed the production. The 'seventy nine series. Guest New York producer and Notre Dame alumnus Lance Davis will portray Hamlet. The production will also feature Cathy Hurst, Jack Connolly, Susan Godick, Tony Mockus, and John Daupenport.

Dorothy Hanahan is set designer, Ame Fawes in stage manager, and Joe Martin is technical director.

For ticket information and reservations, call the Notre Dame-Saint Mary's Box Office at 284-4176.

Repertoir meet

There will be a short organizational meeting, an ad break, and we'll watch the show. There will be a short organizational meeting, an ad break, and we'll watch the show. There will be a short organizational meeting, an ad break, and we'll watch the show. There will be a short organizational meeting, an ad break, and we'll watch the show.

ND Student Union and Sunshine Promotions Present

Faith Band

FRIDAY OCTOBER 19th 8 pm

Notre Dame ACC

Tickets $8.50 and $7.50

On sale now at ACC Box Office and Student Union Ticket Office

and Special Guest
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**Hard Times 'raises hell'**

NARENGO, Ind. (AP) - John Flynn doesn’t have a soapbox, but he does have a newspaper.

And ever since the first edition of his weekly publication **Hard Times** was printed seven months ago, Crawford County readers have had the opportunity to watch John Flynn do what he likes best.

Call it self-indulgence in the First Amendment. Flynn calls it a plain, old-fashioned editorial existence.

He expounds freely and repeatedly on his favorite topics - the ills of big government, the erosion of individual rights and the destruction of inland waterways in the Midwest.

He describes the Washington bureaucracy as a bunch of "land grabbers and horse traders," who are bringing about "the ruination of the family farm in southern Indiana" through the purchase of farmland for federal watershed projects.

He contends that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers bothers "everything they do in one way or another."

He claims the Ohio River is "ecologically ruined" and that valuable farmland is being lost to erosion because of modern highlift dams.

"I’ve always wanted an editorial page to just run my mouth to the fullest," says the bearded Flynn, a West Virginia native. "Now I’ve got it and boy, do I enjoy it."

To get the paper started, Flynn and his wife formed Hard Times Enterprises earlier this year. In the past two months selling stock.

They raised nearly $20,000 and in the 30 weeks the newspaper has been in existence, the circulation has grown to 3,000.

"If we’re really tried to do here is bring a 'mumulation not down, but up to the individual level," Flynn says. "We may go broke, but we make a major regional newspaper."

**Indianapolis** (AP) - Indiana’s new juvenile code is an improvement over the former hodge-podge of laws, but has some serious gaps, the 1980 legislature must fill, the Executive director of the State Prosecuting Attorney’s Council said yesterday.

Richard P. Good, the council’s top official, said the new code, which took effect Monday, less courts take into account the public safety, as well as the needs of a child, in delinquency hearings.

"Good said the code, in many instances, will require youthful offenders to be tried more like adults when they are taken to court.

"For example, he said, the county prosecutor, instead of a judge or a probation officer, will determine whether a youth is charged with an felony. It also makes it more difficult to put a child in an institution for offenses such as running away, truancy, curfew violations or incorrigibility, Good said.

"Good said the major loophole in the code involves the statute of a why commits a crime after reaching age 17, but does not go to prison until he is 18.

"There is absolutely no place you can send him," Good said.

Under state law, the institutions for juvenile delinquents, the Indiana Boys School and the Indiana Girls School, cannot accept inmates over 18 or over because that is the age of legal adulthood. But since the offense was committed while the youngster was a juvenile, he cannot be sent to an adult prison, Good said.

The exception would be a 17-year-old who committed a very serious crime, such as murder or armed robbery. In those cases, Good said, the youth could be tried as an adult.

But he said transferring a case to adults is much more difficult for lesser crimes, such as theft or simple assault.

Good said that under the new code, children who commit "status offenses," such as running away or being truant from school, can be sentenced by a judge only if the offense is proven beyond a reasonable doubt.

In addition, Good said, it must be proven that the child is in need of care treatment or rehabilitation and is unlikely to accept the help voluntarily.

The code also prohibits youth's accused of those offenses from being held in a secure facility, such as a county jail.

The one exception is runaways, who may be held for 48 hours, providing they are separated from adult prisoners, Good said.

Good said he also supports a new provision that allows courts to require parents to obtain custody of their children.

The new juvenile code is part of a three-part rewrite of Indiana’s criminal laws, attempting to correct them, remove obsolete provisions and place all criminal laws together in state law books.

A new code spelling out adults crimes and the punishments for them went into full effect last year and a new state corrections code takes effect next year.

**New code considers public, child safety**

**Indianapolis** (AP) - Indiana’s new juvenile code is an improvement over the former hodge-podge of laws, but has some serious gaps, the 1980 legislature must fill, the Executive director of the State Prosecuting Attorney’s Council said yesterday.

Richard P. Good, the council’s top official, said the new code, which took effect Monday, less courts take into account the public safety, as well as the needs of a child, in delinquency hearings.

"Good said the code, in many instances, will require youthful offenders to be tried more like adults when they are taken to court.

"For example, he said, the county prosecutor, instead of a judge or a probation officer, will determine whether a youth is charged with an felony. It also makes it more difficult to put a child in an institution for offenses such as running away, truancy, curfew violations or incorrigibility, Good said.

"Good said the major loophole in the code involves the statute of a why commits a crime after reaching age 17, but does not go to prison until he is 18.

"There is absolutely no place you can send him," Good said.

Under state law, the institutions for juvenile delinquents, the Indiana Boys School and the Indiana Girls School, cannot accept inmates over 18 or over because that is the age of legal adulthood. But since the offense was committed while the youngster was a juvenile, he cannot be sent to an adult prison, Good said.

The exception would be a 17-year-old who committed a very serious crime, such as murder or armed robbery. In those cases, Good said, the youth could be tried as an adult.

But he said transferring a case to adults is much more difficult for lesser crimes, such as theft or simple assault.

Good said that under the new code, children who commit "status offenses," such as running away or being truant from school, can be sentenced by a judge only if the offense is proven beyond a reasonable doubt. In addition, Good said, it must be proven that the child is in need of care treatment or rehabilitation and is unlikely to accept the help voluntarily.

The code also prohibits youth's accused of those offenses from being held in a secure facility, such as a county jail.

The one exception is runaways, who may be held for 48 hours, providing they are separated from adult prisoners, Good said.

Good said he also supports a new provision that allows courts to require parents to obtain custody of their children.

The new juvenile code is part of a three-part rewrite of Indiana’s criminal laws, attempting to correct them, remove obsolete provisions and place all criminal laws together in state law books.

A new code spelling out adults crimes and the punishments for them went into full effect last year and a new state corrections code takes effect next year.

**MANAGERIAL POSITIONS FOR WOMEN**

Why be a secretary when you can be an [job title]?

You can have a job, with real responsibility, and a real future. Also a top salary, travel opportunities, and outstanding benefits.

For complete details, see the Navy Representative at the Placement Office, USS Sam Houston, on Friday, October 6.

**The Pizza in Sacred Heart Church.** [photo by Mike Bigley]

... Pope

(continued fro. p. 4)

that of seeing New York traffic. Police had cleared the roads between LaGuardia Airport and the United Nations and few people turned out along the motorcade route.

But the pope pulled back the sunroof of his limousine and stood, extending his characteristic palms up, two-handed greetings to a smaller than expected crowd that greeted him at the United Nations.

By contrast, heavily Catholic Boston turned out in force Monday in cold and rain as the pope traveled six miles from his Mass at Boston Common to the cardinal’s residence when he spent the night.

Inside the United Nations, the pope stopped the official welcoming delegation to shake hands with desk clerks.

The General Assembly gave him a standing ovation as he entered, a white-robed figure with hands clasped under the gold cross draped across his chest.

The president of the General Assembly, Tanzania’s Salim Ahmed Salim, said in introducing the pontiff: "We share your belief that peace, love and brotherhood are attainable in our time.

The pope expressed the hope for a solution to the crisis in the Middle East but said that it would mean nothing if it did not include "just settlement of the Palestinian question."

He restated the Vatican position that Jerusalem, which now is under Israeli control, should become an international city because of its importance to Judaism, Christianity and Islam.

He gave approval to the SALT II treaty but said that continued preparations for war "show that there is a desire to be ready for war and being ready means being able to start it."

That, the pope continued, "means taking the risk that sometime, somewhere, somehow, someone can set in motion the terrible mechanism of general destruction."

**Woolworth VP to speak**

Audrey C. Lewis, vice president for Security and Ad-

ministrative Services for the Woolworth- Woolco Division of F. W. Woolworth Co., will speak at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow, Thursday, at the Hayes-Healy Auditorium.

Lewis is a 1954 Notre Dame graduate, and during his time here, he became the first black to be elected captain of an athletic team—the track team.

He also was starting left half-
Radioactive steam leaks in Minnesota plant

RED WING, Minn. (AP) - Radioactive steam spewed into the atmosphere for up to 27 minutes yesterday at the Prairie Island nuclear power generating plant, but Minnesota Gov. Al Quie said the situation did not appear dangerous.

Prairie Island complex six miles north west of Red Wing. "It's not dangerous from all that we have heard," said Quie in a news conference in St. Paul. "We find no detectable radiation in the air outside the plant." 

Quie said that although he received word of the accident about 2:30 p.m., he waited until 3:30 p.m. to make a decision not to evacuate. When ground-level radiation tests taken by Minnesota Department of Health workers showed no detectable radioactivity, said Quie, he decided not to evacuate the area around the plant.

There is a whole question of credibility after Three-Mile Island," said Quie.

In St. Paul, Anderson said the NRC inspectors at the plant near Red Wing first detected the leak at 2:14 p.m. in one of two 320-megawatt nuclear reactors at Prairie Island.

Andersen said the generator was shut down at 2:40 p.m. A general emergency was declared at the plant at 2:50 p.m. and plant personnel were evacuated, Andersen said.

The problem was isolated at 2:41 p.m. and the release of radioactivity was stopped at that time, Andersen said.

Anderson said the State Emergency Services Division and the governor were informed as soon as the accident at 2:14 p.m.

Anderson said monitoring instruments were measuring for radioactivity in the air. In the air, and two- and three-mile intervals from the plant site, which is about 1384 miles northwest of the Red Wing business district at 28 miles southeast of Minneapolis-St. Paul.

Anderson said reports from one team took two to three miles south of the plant and showed no radiation, said Anderson.

"All readings were undetectable," said Anderson, the same as on a normal day.

McDonnell noted that the funds could then be used for social activities such as expanded services. McDonnell also emphasized that regional clubs facilitate transition to alumni clubs of the same area.

"Having alumni contacts in terms of job opportunities does not have to be a positive factor," he said.

Many alumni organizations wish to provide services for undergraduates yet lack of communication often hinders their actions, McDonnell explained.

"Alumni clubs often have extra football tickets or wish to travel to football games. Therefore they need to have some contact with the undergraduates of their area," he commented.

All alumni clubs will be informed about the baggage trucks which the Student Activities office sanctions in order to avoid any confusion or duplication, McDonnell said.

Anyone interested in forming a regional club can pick up an application at the Student Activities Office.

"After that filling out the application, all you have to do is call an organizational meeting, write a constitution, and elect officers," McDonnell explained.

---

Birdy Club seeks members

The Notre Dame Marathon Society will hold a two-mile fun run at 6:15 p.m. today. Runners should meet at the Administration Building.

Judo Club seeks members

The Notre Dame Judo Club is continuing to reach self-defense and judo classes. The classes are held in the south gym on the second floor of the Rockne Memorial, Sundays at 2 p.m. and Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m. Anyone interested in the sessions is invited to come for more information.

Campus Interviews

The TI Facilities Planning and Engineering organization is a great opportunity for alumni planning, and designing the building and facilities systems necessary for manufacturing and testing products around the world. Current expansion programs involving multi-national assignments will challenge the student in making decisions that impact facilities growth opportunities in all disciplines.

Facilities Engineering includes designing of systems such as: Air conditioning and ventilating Electric power and lighting Process manufacturing equipment installations Special process utility generation and distribution facilities such as purified water, exotic gases, high pressure fluids

Facilities Planning includes:
Responsibility for facility appearance through development of building layouts and detail occupancy plans.

The student with operating groups to develop moving and rearrangement projects to solve space systems due to company growth, improve material flow and manufacturing operations.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
October 18-19

---

Texas Instruments Incorporated
An equal opportunity employer M/F

burn's rent-alls
2 cu. ft. refrig. $55 per year
also TV's - Stearns' Carpet Cleaner
10% off with student ID
Large BBQ Grills Auto Tools Floor Care Equipment
332 W. Mishawaka 252-2833

Don't miss talking to the Hughes recruiter visiting your campus soon.

Contact your placement office for interview dates.

---

Your degree should be in one of the following:

Electrical Engineering Industrial Engineering Chemical Engineering Civil Engineering Mechanical Engineering Architectural Engineering

WHAT WE DO

The TI Facilities Planning and Engineering organization has a great opportunity for alumni planning, and designing the building and facilities systems necessary for manufacturing and testing products around the world. Current expansion programs involving multi-national assignments will challenge the student in making decisions that impact facilities growth opportunities in all disciplines.

Facilities Engineering includes designing of systems such as: Air conditioning and ventilating Electric power and lighting Process manufacturing equipment installations Special process utility generation and distribution facilities such as purified water, exotic gases, high pressure fluids

Facilities Planning includes:
Responsibility for facility appearance through development of building layouts and detail occupancy plans. The student with operating groups to develop moving and rearrangement projects to solve space systems due to company growth, improve material flow and manufacturing operations.
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Texas Instruments Incorporated
An equal opportunity employer M/F
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Student Activities encourages development of hometown clubs

by Andy Segosta

James McDonnell, director of Student Activities, yesterday expressed his support for the concept of organizing regional clubs to facilitate transition to alumni clubs of the same area.

"The response to see an idea such as this one is greater than we expected," reported Dave Ellision, Cultural Arts Commission. "This was the first time something like this had been tried and the outcome was very encouraging. "Nancy Ryan (trip coordinator) did an excellent job of preparing the trip."

According to Ellison, the outcome was a great opportunity to predict future trips of this nature, but nothing is foreseen in the immediate future.

"We had hoped to get tickets for "A Chorus Line," but the show was only running for five weeks, so the half price ticket wasn't available. Maybe next year," Ellison said.

In reference to other plans, Ellison stated, "We are looking into the possibility of seeing the Los Angeles Symphony. We have requested tickets in Chicago or maybe the ballet. Nothing is definite at this point in time."

Anyone with ideas on activities in the Chicago area should contact Ellison. He also urged the first 27 people who purchased tickets to contact him at 1384.
If it were a sound, it would sound like the low drone of mosquitoes around a cattle pond right after a rainstorm; if it were something you could feel, it would be like the feeling you had just before you kissed anyone for the very first time; if it was something you could see, it would be an awesome canyon, or waves of human beings rushing toward some place all together—all yelling some wordless cry; if it was something you could taste it would be a spoonful of horseradish or it might be a cold Guinness after tearing out a tree stump; if it were a smell, it would be that curious odor that just might be smoke from a fire when you least expect it, if it were fantasy, more fantastic than it really is, it would be as if all the buildings and the sidewalks were quivering with excitement, as if they wait for the throngs of people to come each fall and turn the campus into one huge hive of babble, chatter, and bright colors. But it is none of that—and it is all of that. It is the excitement before a home football game, and it is the ritual of football that follows. To see scads of children when one hasn’t seen a child in months, it seems. To see older people, when the oldest person you’ve seen in months was your fifty-five year old maid...to smell the bratwurst and

The Ritual
Pictures and Layout by Joe
beer on the quad...the Saturday lunch of hamburgers and fries...the tailgater where you force yourself to have a beer when just three hours earlier when you woke and felt like an army had marched through your mouth in muddy boots, you swore you wouldn't drink for at least another week...the game--where you watch the cheerleaders, the crowd that roars with a single voice like some strange army that only watches the battle being fought on the field...you lose your voice...share someone's Southern Comfort and marvel in the cold how well it was named as you feel it pour down, glowing and warm on your throat...another TD and you find your voice again...the game over, you stay to watch the band go out...after the game, in the room, back at home you switch on the tube to watch another game and wait for dinner...anything you do, you do it with someone, with a group of people and you do just about the same thing every weekend...what you do is determined by the regularity of the ritual of football--the arrival of alumni, the outdoor food stands, the jam-packed bookstore, elevators that go to the 13th floor of the Library without stopping, the visitors taking the field, the Irish taking the field, the plays, the rules...the ritual.
Features

URBAN PLUNGE

Kelly McCauley  Alicia Puente

Just what does URBAN PLUNGE really mean? What are the effects of the 48-hour "immersion" into inner city life? These are natural questions arising from the very idea of an "Urban Plunge." Last January in Portland, 1994, five students decided to satisfy their curiosity and out of these experiences came an innovative answer, and many more questions.

It would be almost impossible to describe a "typical" Urban Plunge. Every city is different and each neighborhood has its own special problems as well as its own means of "dealing with them." Most importantly, the people are different all over and it is their personal experiences that shape their attitudes and who strive to improve it. Because every Plunge is different, and yet similar, it is difficult to present specific ideas to their Plunge, reactions can be quite diverse, every contradictory. Responses can vary from shock, guilt and frustration to hope, inspiration and unexpected optimism.

However, responses to the realities of life are more than just emotional. A previously unknown world of Lucinda suddenly revealed in a more humane light. Thus, despite some negative reactions to events seen in the movies, the overall experience of the Plunge in most often positive. Reactions to the condensed view of the inner city due to the 48-hour time limit can vary as well. The heightened awareness this restriction induces - well expressed by Mark Carney: "People may feel that there is too much crammed in too little time. But I think that the continual flow of experiences is important to the overall experience. When you are hit with something hard, you may not remember all the details involved, but you will never forget being hit, and the lasting effect is what is important."

With this two day period, the "continual flow of experiences" can include: taking guided tours of housing projects, jail facilities and inner city schools, working with Soup Kitchens, making home visits to the elderly, visiting neighborhood centers and coming into contact with community organizers, Catholic Church services and grassroots social action groups. The diversity of these events highlights for the students different aspects of the same urban problem: poverty, injustice, ignorance, crime, and discrimination. Students can begin to discern the different factors involved in these problems by observing the various approaches specific programs take in attempting to solve them. Even in the short amount of time available one can begin to assess just how successful some of these programs have been. Many students have become so complex, it is argued that "band-aid measures" (temporar­ ary solutions) are all that can be provided. Others believe that this attitude is self-defeating and that the best approach is advocacy (helping people to help themselves).

The Portland Plunge's visit to the Everett Drop-in Center illustrates this issue: The Center... is strictly a stop-gap operation. It provides people on the street with a warm place to "drop-in" to sleep and to shower. Absolutely no attempt is made to help the alcoholics kick their drinking habit. We're talking about a place that reminded me of a bus depot, with people crashed out under benches and in the middle of the floor. There just seemed to be a general sense of hopelessness about the whole situation. It seems to me that meaningful programs are needed to solve this problem. We are helping no one with stop-gap organization and temporary solutions. We need... more services that will provide the person in need with a full program of rehabilitation.

This type of reflection and analysis of the Plunge and the people it involves is perhaps the most valuable facet of the experiential learning process. The initial impressions and reactions are important, and some­ thing that most Plungers will never forget, but the challenge comes in further reflection when questioning about society and our role in shaping it are considered for perhaps the first time. These reflections so not necessarily lead to consistent conclusions. What can be most trying is recognizing that some problems have no apparent solution. In other cases, two opposing solution may exist, but a clear-cut decision between them is difficult to make. It is not easy to understand why these contradictions appear. Complex problems may seem simple or easily solved when viewed out of context. What the Urban Plunge provides is a short but powerful exposure to inner city problems where they exist-in the cities.

What the Plunge does not provide is the answer to every question about poverty and social justice. Out of our experiences and reflections new questions continually arise: What roles do our social institutions play in perpetuating injustice? What roles do they play in working to alleviate poverty? What is our part in these processes? What does our own action or inaction say about our attitudes towards these social issues? Participation in the Urban Plunge can only raise these questions for us. A lifetime is needed for us to formulate our own answers.

On Saturday, October 6, the South­ hold Dance Theatre will present a program of dance entitled WJVA. The music for the evening will be courtesy of that much misunderstood genre of American music called "Country/Western".

WJVA is a local Country radio station, hence the name of the evening's program. Ann Dunn, Southhold's artistic director says that WJVA is about characters, where they come from, where they go, and how they get a handle on their joys and sorrows along the way. It is easy to envision a program like that, since country music is the closest thing, together with blues, we have in America today to a personal, oral folk tradition. Country music immortalizes the lives of those who find no voice in the disco-culture of nightclubs or in the local papers. Everyone in WJVA's "48-hour immersion" to inner city life at least has his own special problems as well as his own means of "dealing with them." Most importantly, the people are different all over and it is their personal experiences that shape their attitudes and who strive to improve it. Because every Plunge is different, and yet similar, it is difficult to present specific ideas to their Plunge, reactions can be quite diverse, every contradictory. Responses can vary from shock, guilt and frustration to hope, inspiration and unexpected optimism.

However, responses to the realities of life are more than just emotional. A previously unknown world of Lucinda suddenly revealed in a more humane light. Thus, despite some negative reactions to events seen in the movies, the overall experience of the Plunge in most often positive. Reactions to the condensed view of the inner city due to the 48-hour time limit can vary as well. The heightened awareness this restriction induces - well expressed by Mark Carney: "People may feel that there is too much crammed in too little time. But I think that the continual flow of experiences is important to the overall experience. When you are hit with something hard, you may not remember all the details involved, but you will never forget being hit, and the lasting effect is what is important."

With this two day period, the "continual flow of experiences" can include: taking guided tours of housing projects, jail facilities and inner city schools, working with Soup Kitchens, making home visits to the elderly, visiting neighborhood centers and coming into contact with community organizers, Catholic Church services and grassroots social action groups. The diversity of these events highlights for the students different aspects of the same urban problem: poverty, injustice, ignorance, crime, and discrimination. Students can begin to discern the different factors involved in these problems by observing the various approaches specific programs take in attempting to solve them. Even in the short amount of time available one can begin to assess just how successful some of these programs have been. Many students have become so complex, it is argued that "band-aid measures" (temporary solutions) are all that can be provided. Others believe that this attitude is self-defeating and that the best approach is advocacy (helping people to help themselves).

The Portland Plunge's visit to the Everett Drop-in Center illustrates this issue: The Center... is strictly a stop-gap operation. It provides people on the street with a warm place to "drop-in" to sleep and to shower. Absolutely no attempt is made to help the alcoholics kick their drinking habit. We're talking about a place that reminded me of a bus depot, with people crashed out under benches and in the middle of the floor. There just seemed to be a general sense of hopelessness about the whole situation. It seems to me that meaningful programs are needed to solve this problem. We are helping no one with stop-gap organization and temporary solutions. We need... more services that will provide the person in need with a full program of rehabilitation.

This type of reflection and analysis of the Plunge and the people it involves is perhaps the most valuable facet of the experiential learning process. The initial impressions and reactions are important, and something that most Plungers will never forget, but the challenge comes in further reflection when questioning about society and our role in shaping it are considered for perhaps the first time. These reflections so not necessarily lead to consistent conclusions. What can be most trying is recognizing that some problems have no apparent solution. In other cases, two opposing solution may exist, but a clear-cut decision between them is difficult to make. It is not easy to understand why these contradictions appear. Complex problems may seem simple or easily solved when viewed out of context. What the Urban Plunge provides is a short but powerful exposure to inner city problems where they exist-in the cities.

What the Plunge does not provide is the answer to every question about poverty and social justice. Out of our experiences and reflections new questions continually arise: What roles do our social institutions play in perpetuating injustice? What roles do they play in working to alleviate poverty? What is our part in these processes? What does our own action or inaction say about our attitudes towards these social issues? Participation in the Urban Plunge can only raise these questions for us. A lifetime is needed for us to formulate our own answers.

K. Connolly
Rendezvous in Spain.
You're a software applications specialist.
When you picked this career, you never dreamed that one day you'd rendezvous in Barcelona, Spain with two Navy destroyers.
But when your company is Texas Instruments and one of your customers is the U.S. Sixth Fleet, you learn to expect the unexpected.
The destroyers are equipped with TI computers and they need new software fast. You come aboard and sail with the fleet until your job is completed.
Not a bad assignment for a software specialist named Susie. You're glad you got into technology.

The Incredible Talking Chip.
You're an integrated circuit designer at TI. You've helped find a way to make a chip talk, something no integrated circuit has ever done before.
First application: an electronic aid that helps children learn to spell.
The world's first technology textbook. And that's just the beginning. The talking chip's potential is mind-bending. You're glad you got into technology.

The Joy Of Complication.
You're in semiconductor design at TI. You love it when people at parties ask you what you do. You say, "I make things complicated." (Pause.) "In fact, I got promoted recently for creating some major complications." What you mean (but seldom explain) is this: the more active element groups (AEGs) you can put on a single chip of silicon, the more the average AEG cost goes down.
In short, you make things cheaper by making them more complicated.
Your work made it possible for a TI consumer product that sold three years ago for about $70 to sell today for $14.95.
Your future looks wonderfully complicated. You've got about 100,000 AEGs per chip now and 1,000,000 is in sight.
You're glad you got into technology.

Outsmarting Smog.
You've always despised air-borne radars for TI customers.
Now, all of a sudden you know your next radar design is going to stay at the airport. On the ground.
It's on the ground that traffic controllers at Los Angeles International Airport have a problem.
They can "see" incoming and outgoing airplanes on their radar just fine, so long as the airplanes are in the air.
But when the airplanes are on the ground — touching down, taking off, taxiing, parking — they're sometimes impossible to see and control.
Ground smog obscures them.
You believe you have an answer to the smog problem. You dig out the plans for an airborne ground-mapping radar you helped design.
You adapt the design so the L.A. controller can use it to see through smog. It works beautifully.
Today your smog-piercing radar is widely known as Airport Surface Detection Equipment (ASDE). It's standard equipment at L.A. International and at the airport in Geneva, Switzerland. Other airports with smog and snow problems are expected to have it soon.
You're glad you're in technology.

Oil Sleuths International.
You're a geophysicist. A good one. You could be with any of the big oil companies. But you wanted to get with a company whose specialty is the same as yours: Exploration.
That's why you're at TI, in Geophysical Service.
TI explorer ships, TI photo-geologic aircraft and TI truck-and tractor-mounted vibrator systems are working all over the world.
They're finding oil. And they're identifying areas where no oil exists, thereby saving huge losses in drilling costs.
Also, TI's worldwide computer network and its Advanced Scientific Computer is making 3-D recording and processing possible. This exclusive exploration technique is the only practical way to unscramble "no-record" areas on land and sea.
You're a happy sleuth. You're in on the biggest hunt in history. And your team is out in front.
You're glad you got into technology.

Six stories, one plot:
The Romance of Our Age
is Technology.

If you're not in technology yet, think it over.
If you are in technology, talk to Texas Instruments.

Campus Interviews
Oct. 18-19, Nov. 7-8,
Dec. 3-4

Send for the 34-page picture story of TI people and places.

Write: George Berryman, Texas Instruments
Corporate Staffing, P. O. Box 295474,
M. S. 67, Dept. CG, Dallas, Texas 75265

See what TI is doing in:

- Microprocessors and microprocessors
- Semiconductor memories
- Linear semiconductor devices
- Microelectronic digital watches
- Calculators
- Minicomputers: hardware, software and systems featuring software compatibility with microprocessors
- Distributed computing systems
- Electronic data terminals
- Programmable control systems
- Data exchange systems
- Advanced Scientific Computers
- Digital seismic data acquisition systems
- Air traffic control radar and Discrete Address Beacon Systems
- Microwave landing systems
- Radar and infrared systems
- Guidance and controls for tactical missiles
- Worldwide geophysical services
- Clad metals for automotive trim, thermostats, and electrical contacts
- Interconnection products for electronic switching systems
- Temperature-sensitive controls for automobiles and appliances
- Keyboards for calculators and for many other products

Texas Instruments
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
**Congress continues debates on SALT treaty**

WASHINGTON (AP) - Republican leaders in the Senate said yesterday that the SALT II treaty cannot be ratified now, partly because President Carter has failed to separate the fact from the continuing furor over Soviet combat troops in Cuba.

But the Senate's Democratic leadership insisted that the treaty be re-examined because it has already been drafted and passed by the Senate and the House.

The Senate's Democratic leadership fought to save the treaty, saying the Carter administration has succeeded in demonstrating that the presence of 2,600 soldiers in Cuba in no way overlooks the importance of a treaty to control the race in nuclear arms.

The debate over the future of the strategic arms limitation talks will continue today when the Senate holds another confirmatory vote to separate it from the Senate's consideration of the SALT accord.

In his speech, Carter said he did not win agreement from the Soviets to change the status of the Soviet troops.

He said he planned to increase U.S. surveillance of military activities in Cuba, bolster U.S. naval and military presence in the area and send more troops to Latin America, nationalities that feel threatened by the Soviet-Cuban alliance.

But administration officials said yesterday that Carter does not plan to take any steps against the Soviet Union and had decided against linking the troop issue with other matters at trade with the Russians.

The sources, who asked that they not be identified, said Carter also has decided to continue an "even-handed policy" between the Soviet Union and China.

In the Senate, the Republican leader Howard H. Baker of Tennessee said yesterday that Carter's response to the Soviet troop issue, "disappointing and disappointing because the Soviet Union shows SALT II would attract fewer than 60 votes if a final vote were held now.

In the hearing, the votes of 67 senators are needed for ratification.

Sen. Frank Church, D-Idaho, chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, was reported to be considering a reservation to the treaty that would state that the accord would not apply to the Soviet brigade in Cuba if withdrawn or dismantled.

But Baker, as a news conference called that idea "dodging the issue and a cop out." He said he would rather see withdrawal of the brigade as a precondition to ratification.

"I think that, in the Carter administration, more than any other," Baker noted, "administration reservation is being ratified.

"There are two possibilities: the Soviet Union could decide not to send its troops to Cuba, or it could send them in a way that would not upset the treaty.

"There's no pressure on me," cracked Palmer, who played part in the American League Playoffs.

The 35-year-old right-hander, who pitched a 10-4 record this season after winning 20 or more games in each of the past nine, will be a bright spot for the late-game Baltimore Orioles, who opened the best-of-five series Wednesday night against the California Angels.
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Preston Gomez, who had flings at Whitey Sports close to an hour to process entire league. All statistics in every category, requiring this time the computer updates a two-hour process), does possible right off the bat."

"accurate as possible, so we've to catch as many errors as yisitors, cards are. run through the anything else can begin."

"Once all the games have been coded onto cards, the computer must check for discrepancies and obvious errors. All of the cards are run through the computer, and any statistics which do not agree (e.g. home team's runs by batters do not equal visitors' runs by pitchers) are immediately re-keyed and the computer stops."

"This is the first step in the verification process," explains Mucalby. "The stats must be as accurate as possible, so we've developed stringent routines so that no error can slip right off the bat."

"Only after each and every AL box score from the previous day has been verified (normally, a two-hour process), does SIC begin the task of compilation."

"The same statistics the computer has verified two hours later are run through again, but this time the computer updates the individual and team statistics in every category, requiring close to an hour to process the entire league.

"No one really realizes the full extent of information we have at our disposal," notes Mulchly. "The speed with which information is recalled is one of our biggest assets."

"Yet there is still one more important duty for SIC -- get-ting the updated statistics to each American League club. All updates are transferred via magnetic tape to a General Electric computer with a nation-wide data bank. This way each AL team can print its own stats, as well as their opponents' stats, merely by calling its local GE computer through its own terminal.

"The finished product is an alphabetical listing of individuals in 19 different offensive categories (including SIC's newest stat, game-winning ratio's) and 17 pitching departments. Also listed are walk-off break-downs vs. each club at home and on the road, along with listings for day game, night game, vs. right-handers, vs. left-handers and other records."

"Evem home, road and average attendance is figured."

"The result is a self-sufficient statistical survey of each team," comments Costanza. "It saves several hours a day for each club to have their stats done for them."

"At the end of the season the reports for each club is but a fraction of SIC's statistic and comparative capabilities. The SIC computer spends many a morning and afternoon figuring less-known but highly demanded rankings and statistical summaries.

"Rankings of the top ten-per cent in 15 batting departments (including on-base percentage, slugging percentage and total bases) and 15 pitching departments (winning percent, complete games and strikeouts, to name a few), as well as club batting, club fielding, pitching, and club designated hitting summaries are part of SIC's daily stat run."

"We receive calls from as many as 10 to 12 clubs a day, as well numerous newspapers and magazines requesting information," recalls Costanza.

"We like to feel that we've introduced many things that have become commonplace now. For example, before 1973, slugging percentage and on-base percentage were never spoken of except in the middle of winter. Some Sunday in December you could sit down with the paper and find out the Ted Williams led the league in slugging -- now we've made that a daily ranking."

"Likewise, we even have breakdowns of each individual batter at home, on the road, in day games, in night games, vs. right-handed and vs. left-handed pitching against each of the other 13 ballclubs."

"Once a month SIC also runs club and individual day-by-day sheets, listings of what each player and each team did in each stat category on each day of the season."

"This present is another part of our verification process," concludes Mucalby. "We make these day-by-day to each club, well must compare them to their records to make sure our figures are accurate. Our stats are far and away the most accurate the league has ever had thanks to our system of cross-checks."

"Yet what type of impact have computers had on baseball? A lot, according to Mulchly;
Ruggers

Rugby blast

Ball State

two of his own, including one of the more spectacular plays of the contest.

With a play tight out of Dan Devine's Purdue game film, Bowes resorted to some trickery while the teams lined up for a penalty kick attempt (equivalent of a 20 yard field goal). Rather than boot the ball through the uprights, Bowes picked it up and with a burst of speed bolted through a surprised Cardinal defense to rack up another Irish four-pointer.

Among the scorers for N.D. were Brian Hannigan, Oke' Connor and an elated Rico Harper. "We were fired up for this game after losing a tough one to Purdue last week," Harper noted.

In an equally impressive victory, the B Ruggers cruised their Ball State opponents, 30-6, thanks to try's by F. J. Bronson, Joe Witcher, Mike Morrissette and Steve Iselin. Next week for the Irish comes next Sunday, as the Ruggers do battle with the Indy Reds before returning home on October 13 to face Xavier.

Doonesbury
by Garry Trudeau

S M C/ N D match rescheduled

The women's tennis match between Saint Mary's and Notre Dame, scheduled for yesterday at 3:30 p.m., was cancelled because of rainy weather. The match has been rescheduled for today at 3:30 p.m. on Notre Dame's Courtney Courts (behind the ACC).

Molarity

by Michael Molinelli

The Daily Crossword


crossword grid

The 7th Annual KAMM'S BREWERY Oktoberfest
Friday and Saturday till Midnight October 5-6-7

Music
Free Admission Parking Entertainment

You're invited to London 1980-81

Learn
• Business in the British University System
• Drama with the Staff of the Royal Academy of Dramatic Arts
• Fashion Design and Merchandising and many others

Traditional Programs at University of London Colleges (e.g. London School of Economics, Queen Mary, King's College)

Live
In fully-furnished, centrally-heated accommodation
Reservations available for one semester or for a full year.

RSVP to the long-established, fully-accredited, coed program
STUDY ABROAD, MARYMOUNT COLLEGE, TARRYTOWN, N.Y. 10591 (914-631-3200)

Thanks to you... it works for ALL OF US

United Way

--- Please stop and admire this fine and useful display ---
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Lost & Found

FOUND — A woman’s watch near ACC tennis courts Friday night. Call to identify. 879-1773.

FOUND — A set of keys left by hitchhiker in Blue Ford. Call David Shannon at 870-1234.

FOUND — An old airplane in the woods near Chamblee, brown case. Call Steve 775-3333.

FOUND — Class ring (BN) Initiated M. H. 89. Contact: Pat Read - was lost on campus.

FOUND — A silver chain with St. Daniel’s blessing.

FOR SALE

Free Bar of Fresh Flaxseed Cereal with any full case of Flax Ann. Call 371-6354 or 489-4603.


American Airlines discount for sale. Mark 8790.

JOIN THE KENNEDY-BANDWAGON* order now! "Ready for a new life" 5050 bearer blue, sizes S-M-L-A,

All in excellent condition. Come in or call only. Whole World Clothing, 1400 North Resaca, Moscow, 85715.

Tickets

Need two student tickets to U.S.C. Call Bob 838-9979.

Young Mom is coming for USC. Desperately need GA tickets to USC game. Will pay mega $$. Call Mary 684-9921.

Need 2 GA tickets to any home game (Georgia Tech, Dandy Dan 306). Will pay $100. Call Fred 684-9921.

Desperately need 4 GA and 2 student Georgia Tech tickets. Call Joe 684-9921.

Need 4 GA tickets to any home game (Georgia Tech, Dandy Dan 306). Will pay $100. Call Fred 684-9921.

Need 4 GA tickets to any home game. Call Pat 726-9921.


Need 2 Georgia Tech GA tickets for Aunt Sue and Uncle Joe. Call 333-2534.

Need 1 student ticket for Georgia Tech. Call Jim 884-9921.

Need 2 GA tickets for Georgia Tech. Call Jean 684-9921.

Need 2 GA tickets to Georgia Tech. Call Sun 4500 (50C).

Need 2-4 student Georgia Tech tickets. Call 333-2534.

Need 2 GA and 2 student Georgia Tech tickets. See earl.

Need 3 GA tickets for Georgia Tech. Call Sun 4500 (50C).


Need 1 GA ticket to Georgia Tech. Please call Dave. 726-9921.

Wanted to purchase two GA tickets for Georgia Tech. Call 333-2534.

** $56! Desperately need GA for 2 CSC GUs. Either South Carolina, Georgia or Clemson. Call 684-9921.

Need 3 student tickets for Georgia. Call Sue 722-9921.

Need 3 GA tickets for Georgia Tech. Please call Dave. 726-9921.

Wanted 3 or 4 GA tickets to any home game. Will pay good money! Call Pat 393-2911.

For Rent

Campus View apt. for rent with 3 meals included. All utilities included. Call Ken 1796.

Female roommates needed at NO apt. Los. Look neat and have good hurry. Call 234-7270.

Female roommate wanted to sublet apartment with two bedrooms, 1089 North Rd., all included. Call Kathy 227-2225.

Wanted

Need ride to Campus. area for break. Will share expenses. Call Pete 1745.

Need a room in the heart of downtown... to be at least in the $300 range. Call 110-7270.

Need to ride to Chicago for Fri., Oct. 5. Contact: 398-9921.

Need extra money. American Lung Association is looking for part time help in their office. Call 110-7270.

Need to ride to Pittsburgh of 100 miles by Friday, so I can study.Specify driving and expenses. Please call Beth at 359-7270.

Need to get to fraternity house by Friday, Oct. 5. Will take some extra cash. Call 289-9921.

If you have been a participant in the Mexico Studies program, and if during your stay in Mexico you were interested in becoming familiar with ACAPUCO, the Folklore and Ethnomusicology Center, you may help us to write a guide to that stunning city for our students. If you have any interest, please call Kathy at 7155, 860 or 7471. 

Desperately need a ride to Denver, Colorado, October break. Willing to share expenses. If you have the room, please call 795-7293.

Classifieds
When it comes to winning soccer games, a team simply has to get the ball in the net, said Notre Dame's Jim Crotty. The co-captain and senior fullback said the Irish have been working on their offensive production and last night on the Carrier Field at the Notre Dame Sports Stadium, the Irish scored one, 0-1 victory over Goshen in their first game of the season.

O'Sullivan was encouraged by the performances of his two seniors, Lunds and Greene. He is convinced that they "can stay with anyone." O'Sullivan stressed the fact that the purpose of the fall competition is to serve as a tune-up for the real season in the spring. While Notre Dame haven't come up with a first place performance yet this fall, O'Sullivan is pleased with what his team has accomplished. "We're on the right track," he said. "By finishing third in both the State Championship and the Notre Dame Invitational, we have shown that we can compete."

"The Irish golf team will conclude its fall campaign next weekend, with an 18-hole dual match against Michigan in Ann Arbor.

For the remainder of the first half and most of the second, the Maple Leafs were stretched to the breaking point as they were whip-lashed in over 70 miles per hour wind. The Leafs were finally broken in the 72nd minute when Goshen goalie Marquard was given a gift from the Irish.